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Programme specific outcomes: Political Science

Political science is excellent preparation for effective
citizenship. Studying political science grounds the students of
Post graduation in the basics of political participation and
prepares them to take part in the political life of their
communities and the nation.

Political Science is a discipline that uses different approaches.
Our courses train the student in a number of different critical
skills that help them succeed in almost any career.

The political theories train the Scholars in analytical thinking
and essential skill for almost all attractive careers. Not
surprisingly the Alumni of Political Science can be found
succeeding in many different Professions and organisations;
including law and business. The CEO of several fortune 500
companies are Political Science majors.

Some find government so fascinating that they make
government service their career while many go for other
professions such as law which require the students to go to a
professional school for postgraduate training.

The intellectual skills required in Political Science are a great
foundation for Political success.

The importance of study of the program in post graduation lies
in the fact that we all live within a political system and are
affected by the changes in the Global and local political
economy.



With the advent of globalisation there has been a incomitant
rise in the interest taken by the people of the world in
understanding the political systems of other countries. Hence
political scientists become valued and important as they
provide the lens through which we can understand the
Global political economy. Our Institution provides graduation
and post graduation degrees in Political Science which
mirrors the heightened interest in Political Science as a field
of study. The study of post graduation also makes the student
good political leaders with a visionary attitude.


